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The phenomenon of toy unboxing describes rapidly scaling and commercializing videos 
featuring the opening, assembling, and demonstration of children's toys, often by children, across 
social media platforms.  This phenomenon has fostered concerns by parents and advocates 
around children's access to and participation in social media.  This article provides a brief history 
of this phenomenon, noting the very limited scholarship on the issue while engaging with the 
new regulatory questions it provokes.   We describe how these videos represent forms of creator 
labor and operate within the structural and material interests of social media entertainment 
(SME).  SME refers to a proto-industry featuring professionalising-amateur content creators 
engaging in content innovation and media entrepreneurship across multiple social media 
platforms to aggregate global fan communities and incubate their own media brands. Our 
analysis accounts for how unboxing videos work both for children as agents and as small 
businesses, and provides pointers to more nuanced regulatory approaches. 
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One of us mentioned the phenomenon of ‘toy unboxing’ videos, popular user-generated 
YouTube videos which feature unpacking, assemblage, and demonstration of toys by adults and 
children, to a friend.  He viscerally described how his three-year-old daughter has become 
‘addicted’ to these videos.  Even though she is restricted to more educational content on her 
tablet, she has learned how to switch channels to watch her favourite unboxing channels.  He 
further described how his daughter models the aesthetic practices featured in these videos, 
including self-narrating her life while conducting everyday activities like brushing her teeth.  In 
frustration, he acknowledged he felt powerless to stop this behaviour. 
 
Over the past few years, journalists, children's experts, and media activists have expressed 
similar reservations about unboxing.  Most articles feature terminology alluding to this 
phenomenon as addictive pathologies and illicit behaviour - describing the appeal of these videos 
as a "toddler crack" (Kollmeyer, 2015), helping children get "hooked" (Rush, 2014) by marketers 
who are "tricking kids" (Sloane, 2015).  Most of these articles advocate for regulators and 
politicians to intervene for the sake of vulnerable child viewers.  thenewdaily.com featured 
interviews with a psychologist and pre-school director who called these videos a "craze" that is 
"fostering "consumerism" and advocated that parents "look at what legislators can do to stop this 
really blatant marketing that’s so often inappropriate towards our children' (Chettle, 2015).   
 
These anecdotes and media accounts represent yet another wave of moral panic around children 
and media, confirming David Buckingham’s (2011) view that "children's consumption has often 
been perceived as an urgent social problem".  However, these anxieties are not completely 
unwarranted.  The unboxing phenomenon has evolved rapidly in scale and commercial and 
cultural influence.  It has generated a backlash that pits activists and parents against platforms 
and advertisers around these concerns, including calls for greater regulation. Lost in these 
debates are the unboxers themselves, who are most responsible for producing these videos, 
including parents and children.  “Unboxers” represent a subset of content creators operating 
within the proto-industry we call social media entertainment.   
 
This article is part of a much wider study mapping the technological and commercial affordances 
of social media platforms including YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, Twitch, 
and others, which have provided the foundation for this proto-industry (Cunningham 2015; 
Cunningham, Craig, and Silver, 2015; Cunningham and Swift forthcoming; Cunningham and 
Craig forthcoming).  Across these platforms, rapidly professionalizing amateur content creators, 
including unboxers, are engaging in entrepreneurial forms of creator labor to create innovate 
content and aggregate global fan communities in an effort to incubate and monetize their own 
media brands.  This article draws on original interviews with diverse stakeholders around the 






While a huge phenomenon, the genre (‘vertical’ is the industry term) of unboxing is poorly 
defined and understood.  Media accounts have described the genre alternatively as "advertorials" 
(Chettle 2015) and "advertising" (Sloan 2015) that represents a "market", "business" (Schweizer, 
2015), and "industry" (Cozmuic 2015).  As Silcoff (2014) recounts, 
I spoke to some Internet experts who saw the videos as everything from consumers’ 
taking back the night from untrustworthy marketers, to shoppers’ trying to humanize 
increasingly computer-based shopping through sharing, to aspirational thrill-seeking in 
recessionary, digitally mediated times.  
Although Silcoff (2014) alludes to these videos as "relatives of the haul genre", which describes 
YouTube videos of young girls opening up their beauty products after a trip at the mall, the genre 
predates this fad and even YouTube.  The genre first emerged in the early 2000s, on websites 
like Unbox.it and unboxing.com.  The content primarily featured young adults opening the latest 
electronics, which is why the videos were deemed "geek porn" (Steel, 2006).  Once YouTube 
was launched in 2005, the genre emerged as one of the most popular genres, growing at a rate of 
871% since 2010 (Kelly, 2014).   
 
The rapid growth of the genre saw it diversify from adult electronics to children's toys, a 
subgenre that has proven even more popular.  It is important to emphasise that the closely-
aligned genre of product reviews, such as adult electronics, is not our focus in this article. For 
example, the conventions of the critical review are not typically part of children’s toy unboxing. 
The YouTube channel Fun Toyz Collector has 8 million subscribers and the channel's most 
viewed video, "PlayDoh Sparkle Princess Ariel Elsa Anna Disney Frozen MagiClip Glitter 
Glider Magic Clip Dolls", has been watched nearly half a billion times as of August 2016.  
According to Wile (2014), the site made over $4.9 million since its inception, but this figure is 
based solely on programmatic advertising and does not account for other revenue streams like 
potentially lucrative influencer marketing deals with toy manufacturers.  The channel features a 
pair of hands opening boxes and assembling toys with a childlike female voiceover - the creator 
host has gone to great lengths to keep her identity anonymous.  However, the tabloid press 
(Thompson 2015) has identified her as a former Brazilian porn star, which only amplifies the 
moral panic surrounding these videos.  Fun Toyz Collector represents only one of numerous kids 
unboxing channels across multiple platforms generating significant revenue based out of 
locations around the world, including one of Australia’s most viewed YouTube channels, Fluffy 
Jet Productions. 
 
Within the toys unboxing genre, child creators (channels on which children’s voices, hands, 
bodies and faces are shown) play a central role.  The channel Ryans Toys Reviews features six-
year-old Ryan opening, demonstrating, and reviewing toys.  Although the channel was only 
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launched in March 2015, by March 2016, the site was the second largest channel on YouTube 
with 645 million views, second only to Justin Bieber (Cohen 2016).  As of August 2016, a 
similar channel, EvanTube HD, hosted by its 10-year-old eponymous star, has over 3 million 
subscribers and 2.2 billion views on YouTube.  In addition, like most content creators, Evan is a 
multi-channel, multi-platforming entrepreneur.  He has two other YouTube channels with 
millions of views and subscribers, plus 14,000 followers on Twitter, 64,000 likes on Facebook, 
204,000 followers on Instagram, and his own line of merchandise on shop.maker.tv.  Based 
solely on YouTube advertising alone, Evan was rumoured to have made over $1.3 million 
annually as of mid-2015 (Grothaus, 2015), but this represents only a portion of his revenue.   
 
Regulatory and self-regulatory responses  
 
For decades, moral panics over new technologies for children's media have contributed to 
substantial regulatory response.  It is important to grasp the extent and complexity of such 
response in order to contemplate the challenge faced in regulating unboxing. In 1930, the 
National Legion of Decency began reviewing movies in the 1930s for objectionable content for 
audiences including children. In the 1970s, the Action for Children's Television campaign 
persuaded the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to ban advertising directed at children. Since 
then, the videogame industry has been repeatedly targeted for regulation out of concerns over 
children and violence. With participatory media, these concerns have been further heightened.  
Henry Jenkins (2006: 3) struck this chord early: "Rather than talking about media producers and 
consumers as occupying separate roles, we might now see them as participants who interact with 
each other according to a new set of rules that none of us fully understands". According to 
Chester (2015), "there is a 'digital gold rush' underway to cash in on young people's passion for 
interactive media".   
 
No regulation exists yet to specifically address unboxing, but advocates draw on two decades of 
regulation around children and online media. In the U.S., this regulation involves government 
agencies engaging in sometimes contradictory policies designed for children of varying age 
limits and sometimes targeting creators, platforms, or both.  Both the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) are charged with regulating for 
children.  In 1998, the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) required that the FTC 
issue and enforce regulation concerning children's online privacy.  This rule limits platforms, 
websites, and applications from collecting the personal data about children under 13 years of age, 
which could be made available to third parties like advertisers.  In 2015, the FTC issued an 
Enforcement Policy Statement on Deceptively Formatted Advertisements, including 
"advertorials", "online advertising", or "sponsored content". 
 
U.S. regulatory efforts to address the special status of children often conflict with that country’s 
strong commitment to online innovation. After numerous attempts, in 2015, the FCC adopted the 
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rule for an open internet (that is, net neutrality).  The rule is designed to protect access to legal 
online content without access providers being allowed to block, impair, or establish fast/slow 
lanes to lawful content.  In this ruling, the Internet was deemed comparable to a utility, like water 
or electricity, and therefore a service that should be made available to all citizens without 
limitation - except those below a certain age or organizations promoting brands, products, or 
services. 
 
Such regulations apply within national borders but the big digital platforms operate near-
globally.  As a result, other countries have begun to issue similar forms of online regulation, 
which has resulted in inevitable inconsistencies. The European Union has implemented many 
measures including Safer Internet Action (1999-2004), Safer Internet Plus Programme (2005-
08), the Safer Internet Programme (2009-13), and the Audiovisual Media Services Directive, 
which replaced Television without Frontiers in 2010 and has been updated repeatedly. Most 
recently, the European Union recently issued the General Data Protection Regulation (2016) 
which demands that platforms protect the private data of users under the age of 16, whereas 
COPPA's age limit is 13.   
 
In addition, most countries see self-regulatory efforts promoted by advertising trade 
organizations designed to thwart further government regulation. In the U.S., the Council of 
Better Business Bureaus launched the National Advertising Review Council (the ingeniously 
titled NARC) in 1974 to oversee advertising towards children.  Today, NARC provides pre-
screening for advertisers to ensure COPPA compliance.  The U.K.'s Advertising Standards 
Association (ASA) has recently set forth one of the most onerous set of guidelines for online 
advertising in the world.   The Code of Non-Broadcast Advertising, Sales, Promotion and Direct 
Marketing (or CAP Code) was passed in 2014, requiring that vloggers disclose when they are 
being paid to promote products, brands, or services.  Although these rules apply in the U.K., this 
ruling may likely affect how unboxers in the U.S. operate or at least require that they geo-restrict 
their content to outside the U.K.  
  
In response, YouTube has self-regulated regarding children's access, privacy, and advertising.  
Google users are restricted to 13+ in the U.S. and most countries, although Spain and South 
Korea's limit is 14 and the Netherlands is 16.  In addition, videos may be age-restricted by 
YouTube's review board to users over 18, particularly if the videos feature vulgar language, 
nudity, violence, or harmful or dangerous activities.  As for advertising, YouTube issues a 
complex list of ‘community and technical guidelines’ and advertising policies well beyond legal 
requirements.  Although YouTube allows product placement and endorsements, they require that 
creators be transparent about these partnerships, and also caution creators that different 
jurisdictions have various requirements. 
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In February 2015, YouTube launched YouTube Kids (YTK). By 2016, it was available in about 
two dozen countries for those with late-model smart devices.  According to YouTube, the app 
provides a safer and easier environment for children to find videos on topics they want to 
explore.  This move reflected the massive shift in viewing habits by children from television to 
online, including YouTube, Amazon, and Netflix (Alba, 2015).  The app features curated 
content, including unboxing, designed for children and parental control, while also blocking 
children from posting videos and viewing targeted ads, and thereby helping to avoid regulatory 
scrutiny (Grande, 2015).  The app is ad-supported, although a number of categories of 
advertising are restricted (e.g., beauty and fitness, food and beverage, dating sites, and political 
ads).  In addition, all branding must be transparent, with clear distinction between 
advertising/branding content and general YouTube content.  
  
Advocates continue to demand greater regulation and accountability, claiming platforms are in 
violation of these rules - the YTK app has done little to assuage their concerns. Within six 
months of the launch, a coterie of children's media watchdog organizations filed a complaint, 
claiming the app targets children with deceptive and unfair advertisements, that Google markets 
YTK to parents in a deceptive manner, and that sponsored videos shown on YTK violate the 
FTC’s Endorsement Guide. Most notably, the complaint mentioned unboxing videos, which they 
categorized solely as marketing and for which even the most obvious disclosures of promotion 
were insufficient.  The complaint charges "it is deceptive to use unboxing videos to advertise to 
young children."  EvanTubeHD was singled out: 
 
In a six-minute video on EvanTubeHD, Evan is shown opening a big box full of “cool” 
new Star Wars toys related to The Force Awakens. Evan excitedly describes the toys in 
detail and plays with them. Near the beginning of the video, Evan says that the video is 
“brought to you by Target” and the phrase “All products and other consideration 
provided by Target” appears in small print in the upper left corner of the screen for about 
20 seconds. Even if parents might understand what this means, the intended audience of 
young children will not understand the significance of this disclosure (Garcia, Campbell 
and Null, 2015, p.17).  
 
Child advocates regard all unboxing, even non-branded videos, unequivocally as marketing and 
discount the possibility these videos may also be instructional, educational, or simply 
communicative, fostering peer-to-peer interactions between child creators and viewers.  For 
Executive Director, Campaign for a Commercial-Free Childhood Josh Golin (2016), all 
platforms are "interactive in order to define people by their relationships, who they know, and 
how they can use those relationships for marketing purposes". Similarly, Advocate for the 
Instituto Alana in Sao Paulo, Brazil, Ekaterine Karageorgiadis (2016) asserts that "we know that 
lots of companies are directly, or through advertising agencies, are sending their products to 
children who have channels on YouTube in order to be announced through these children". 
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While imputing to platforms and advertisers a crude controlling intent to deceive, these activists 
disregard any agency on the part of child creators, their parents or adult guardians, or viewers.  
Golin (2016) says children may "see themselves as producers" but YouTube is helping 
advertisers identify influencers and are "getting these people to sponsor products."  
Karageorgiadis (2016) suggests that these child creators are being exploited by advertisers who 
are violating child labor laws.  "We are working with prosecutors, talking about labor rights and 
children's rights in order to investigate these issues."  In addition, child audiences are easily 
duped.  "When you are talking about and to children, disclosure is not an adequate defence.  It is 
not going to help them understand that this is advertising."  
 
Social media entertainment and creator labor 
 
Activists and regulators have been pitted in a seemingly intractable stand-off against the media 
and toy industries with regard to children. Such conflict is reflected in how scholars have framed 
these concerns, vacillating from social constructionist fears around hyper-consumerism to more 
utopian accounts of play and participation. As Buckingham (2011: 22) points out, "we need to 
pay careful attention to the ways in which those on all 'sides' of this debate construct and view 
children".   
 
In her study of children's toys and marketing, Seiter (1993) featured accounts of both sides, 
including how marketers promote toys as educational in ways that empower children and 
facilitate play.  Yet, "the fear that children's creativity and individuality are somehow under 
assault from exposure to promotional toys is probably unfounded. The fear stems more from the 
aspirations of middle-class parents than from any observation of children's behavior” (p. 246).  
Similarly, Banet-Weiser (2007) offers a nuanced account of how children's media operates.  In 
her study of Nickelodeon, she considered how the network facilitates forms of consumer 
citizenship amongst children, helping to create "meanings that invoke a sense of membership, 
community, and individual agency" (p. 12). 
  
However, these studies were pre-Internet. The intense interactivity of social media has produced 
scholarship that supports the concerns of activists.  Montgomery et al. (2012) describe how the 
"exploding popularity of social media and the emergence of marketing strategies designed for 
these popular networks have made young people particularly vulnerable to interactive 
advertising”.  This research was conducted in collaboration with the Center for Digital 
Democracy which is party to the complaint to the FTC against YTK. In their study of kids and 
social networking sites, Grimes and Fields (2012) examined "the ways that social networking 
sites mediate kids’ socializing and the opportunities and limits they place on kids’ participation".  
In subsequent work by Grimes and Fields (2016) around children's online DIY media making, 
the authors indict the platforms for inhibiting children's participation, particularly around 
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sharing.  The author's claim these sites often "diminish the potential to advance children's 
cultural rights and educational opportunities" (p.112).  
 
In one of the few scholarly studies directly focused on unboxing, Marsh (2015) provides a more 
nuanced account of how this genre “co-constructs” children through peer-to-peer activity. This 
account accords greater potential agency to child unboxers and their viewers. In her close study 
of one child's responses to watching EvanTube, she concludes "it was clear from the dialogue 
contained in the video and Gareth's responses to it, that this was not a one-way, didactic form of 
advertising" (p.8).  Interviewed for this article, Jackie Marsh (2016) further suggested that there 
is at least no evidence that children only watch these to develop interest in a new product; rather, 
"the children already have an interest in the product".  Marsh thought that "the whole issue of 
how commercial they (unboxing videos) are and how far they drive children or their parents' 
buying practices isn't much researched".   
  
It is a well-established move in media studies to pitch viewer agency against claims of 
supervening hyperconsumerism. But the production of unboxing videos warrants greater 
attention in the context of the wider phenomenon of social media entertainment. The affordances 
of social media platforms have fostered forms of creator labor that operate quite distinctly from 
traditional media production, including media advertising.  Some of these distinctions include 
greater agency and more diverse forms of entrepreneurship, the fostering of new forms of more 
transparent and self-regulating content innovation, and employ alternative strategies of viewer 
engagement.  
 
The technical and commercial affordances of multiple social media platforms feature 
prominently in the success of unboxing videos.  Technical affordances include greater access and 
abundant content distribution, near frictionless global scale, limited regulation, greater 
ownership, customized user interfaces and curation, and sophisticated analytics.  On YouTube, 
these affordances operate in consort with the commercial affordances of automated partnership 
agreements and programmatic online advertising.  As a result, YouTube has overseen the growth 
of over 2 million ‘partners’ (defined as those who earn revenue shares from advertising on the 
platform, including numerous unboxers) out of one billion users.  Other platforms feature similar 
and alternative commercial affordances, including sponsorship, subscriptions, and tipping.  
 
These affordances have evolved through an iterative practice by the platforms that are constantly 
adding and updating their services (Craig, Cunningham, and Silver, 2016).  As a result, unboxers 
similarly evolved from hobbyists, posting videos online to share with friends and family, into 
professionalizing-amateur content creators and YouTube partners. Brian of Gabe and Garett 
channel (2016)1 initially stored his own family home movies, including travel and wilderness 
																																																													
1	Brian and Lori and their sons, Gabe (10) and Garrett (7) are the creators behind the Gabe and Garrett channel 
(https://www.youtube.com/user/GabeandGarrett).  Their videos feature the two boys posing as "Sidewalk Cops" 
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adventure footage, on YouTube, which served as "just a depository".  Over time, as views grew, 
YouTube approached him about monetization.  Despite his initial reluctance - "I figured at the 
end of the week it wouldn't be worth it"- he persisted, and has since developed the channel into a 
full-time business.  In contrast to Gabe's family, Chris and Ashley of The Toy Bunker2 were 
more deliberate about using these platforms to launch their business, which reflected their 
respective careers in website development and social media management, marketing, and 
advertising.  
 
Like other SME creators, unboxers engage in a series of distinctive creative practices, including 
multi-platforming, that further complicate regulation of any single platform. Brian of Gabe and 
Garret channel (2016) indicated that they primarily use YouTube but also use other platforms 
because "they (brands) want you to be able to post something on Instagram or Facebook because 
it rounds out what they are trying to achieve".  Brian added, "Plus, you never know what's going 
to happen to YouTube.  I don't think it's a flash in the pan or anything but it is definitely going to 
look totally different years from now".  Brian is managing risk and demonstrating agency in a 
highly volatile industry.  
 
As new platforms emerge, creators and unboxers follow for multiple reasons.  Chris and Ashley 
of The Toy Bunker (2016) are operating more aggressively across multiple platforms, including 
Amazon's video direct platform that was launched in May 2016 to compete directly with 
YouTube Red.  However, they claim the platform has yet to prove profitable because "the 
Amazon community is not expecting YouTube styled content".  This comment further reflects 
how platforms are distinguishable by not only their affordances but by their users and 
expectations, for which activists and regulators have little understanding.   
 
Unboxers who secure brand deals need to demand strong brand alignment between their 
channel’s ethos and the toy manufacturers.  Gabe and Garrett channel (2016) recently rejected an 
offer from a popular children's toy brand because, according to Brian, "I couldn't creatively think 
of something that would fit our demographic.  We don't want to force it just because of the 
money".  Brian asserts their videos are never ‘commercials’, and this informs their relationship 
with brands: 
We don’t cater to what brands have to say. We push back and say ‘this is what we will do 
and this is what we will say.’ The biggest thing about convincing brands is knowing that 
commercials don’t work on YouTube. If you want us to make a commercial for you, you 
																																																													
playing with and reviewing numerous toys, especially PowerWheels cars, as well as theme park rides. Their 
YouTube site has 881,000 subscribers and over 1.1 billion views, plus a limited presence on Twitter, Instagram and 
Facebook.	
2	Chris and Ashley are the creators behind The Toy Bunker (https://www.youtube.com/user/disneytoybox), a toy 
unboxing channel that features their adult hands and voices only in both live action and animated videos, and has 
40,000 subscribers and 22 million views on YouTube.	
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are shooting yourself in the foot. If you want us to make a video using your stuff 
naturally, we may be able to get you millions of views. 
This account affirms their entrepreneurial agency and informs the self-regulating strategies of 
creator labour, even at the expense of potentially lucrative returns. 
 
Chris and Ashley (The Toy Bunker 2016) provide similar accounts of how they navigate their 
brand deals with advertisers who, like activists and regulators, have limited understanding of 
how unboxing and YouTube works. According to Chris: 
 
These big companies realize that they don’t understand. They are used to doing the 
traditional marketing, they shoot a commercial with an air spend and see what their ROI 
is from that spend and either continue or discontinue. …Now they are realizing that there 
is this whole other world where they can’t use traditional advertising anymore. Kids 
won’t watch commercials. They can fast-forward through them and change the channel.   
 
In addition to working with brands, influencer marketing privileges discourses of authenticity 
and community throughout their content and practices.  Brian of the Gabe and Garrett channel 
(2016) affirms this: 
You have to think of your subscribers.  You could lose some if you are doing something 
that they aren't expecting...Everything Gabe and Garrett do, really is authentic. I don’t 
say we have to shoot this video today no matter what. I want this to be fun for them. I 
mean, they’re kids. Kids can’t really act enthusiastic if they are not.  They are genuine, 
they can’t just fake that they love something. 
 
These discourses reflect stark distinctions between SME (with unboxing as a component) and 
commercial advertising and traditional media content. Scholars have described practices like 
these as forms of relational labour (Baym, 2015) and aspirational labour (Duffy, 2015) that 
represent not only commercial, but cultural and social, familial and personal value. Since turning 
his children's videos into a business, Brian has been able to generate enough revenue to not only 
guarantee "passive residual income" but leave his day job to start this family owned business, 
which affords him more time at home: "It's always been my dream to free up more time to spend 
with my family...I am doing what I love, making videos with my kids." Similarly, Chris and 
Ashley described their modest and aspirational goals for their business: "We don't need to be 
millionaires.  So long as we make a living and have fun doing it, that's the dream, right?" (Gabe 




The phenomenon of unboxing has fostered concerns by parents and advocates around children's 
access to and participation in social media.  This article has provided a brief history of this 
	 12
phenomenon, noting the very limited scholarship on the issue while engaging with the new 
regulatory questions it provokes.  We describe how these videos represent forms of creator labor 
and operate within the structural and material interests of social media entertainment, or 
communitainment.  Our analysis accounts for how unboxing videos work both for children as 
agents and as small businesses, and provides evidence that may assist in adopting more nuanced 
regulatory approaches.   
 
Such regulatory responses should take into account the production and reception dynamics 
outlined in this article.  By regulatory respondents we mean to include parents and guardians, 
platforms, and toy manufacturers as well as state agencies. With regard to the latter, further 
regulatory convergence across broadcasting/cable and online must continue as online media 
reach audiences easily as large and often much larger than media we used to call ‘mass’. We 
regard the U.K.'s Advertising Standards Association online guidelines best practice in terms of 
transparency around product endorsement, placement and sponsorship. We also assert that new 
levels of interactivity in online play assist children to deal with branded culture through active 
engagement rather than passive consumption. Beyond that, unboxing as a genre must also be 
considered as a genre designed for all ages, not only focused on toys for underage children.  The 
production of these videos involves new forms of entrepreneurial labor often led by families, not 
beholden to the commercial interests of the toy manufacturers or the platforms.  The content of 
these videos may operate as promotion, but also represents forms of product review and 
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